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NEVE SHALOM
By Gerald Zelizer

From Our Rabbi….Eric Rosin

W

elcome to the Omer, or as I am
experiencing it this year: the Season
of Why. The Omer is the period on the
Jewish calendar that begins on the second
day of Passover and ends fifty days later on
the Festival of Shavuot. Much of our tradition
is about “What.” What are the rules? What
are the rituals? Passover, in particular has an
awful lot of “What” kinds of moments. How
many other holidays come with a script and a
set of instructions that have evolved over
centuries like the Haggadah?
By the time that you read this, Passover
will be nearly over. We have once again
reenacted the trauma of the ten plagues, the
exhilaration of the Exodus from Egypt and the
bickering with our families about whether
matzah balls are best when they are soft and
fluffy or whether our kneidlach are more
spiritually satisfying when they enjoy a little
more density and heft.
Now, for the seven weeks of the Omer,
each night we take stock of our progress
towards Shavuot, and we use this time to ask
ourselves “Why?” Why do we work so hard
every year to turn over our kitchens and
prepare our seder dinners order to tell a story
that is so replete with strife and pain?
The first place to look for Jewish meaning is
into our sacred texts. The Torah itself
provides multiple explanations of our
spectacular redemption. Three times in the
twelfth and thirteenth chapters of the Book
of Exodus we read that the point of the
Exodus is to provide us with a story to teach
our children. . . . but experiencing the story so
that we can tell the story seems to straddle
the distinction between a “what” statement a
“why” inquiry.
Why should we pass this
story down? Now that’s an interesting
question.

Luckily, the Torah addresses this deeper
question, too, when we note just how often
the text reminds us that we were slaves in
Egypt and that God redeemed us from our
oppression and when we pay attention to the
context of each of these references. For
example, in the twentieth chapter of Exodus,
we are told:
You shall not wrong a stranger or
oppress him, for you were strangers in
the land of Egypt. You shall not ill-treat
any widow or orphan. If you do mistreat them, I will heed their outcry as
soon as they cry out to Me, and My
anger shall blaze forth. . . .
And in Leviticus, we learn:
When a stranger resides with you in
your land, you shall not wrong him. The
stranger who resides with you shall be
to you as one of your citizens; you shall
love him as yourselves, for you were
strangers in the land of Egypt.
Put these texts, and many more like them,
together and it becomes clear that Passover
is not primarily about the victimization that
we experienced in Egypt. It is instead about
how those experiences have taught us
empathy and compassion for others who
experience oppression in other settings.
During Passover, we celebrate the festival
as zman heirutenu, the time of our freedom.
During the Omer, we realize that freedom
doesn’t only mean that we are free from
oppression, it also means that we are free to
work towards a world where everyone has
the opportunity to enjoy the rights to live
with human dignity and freedom from injustice.
This year during the Omer, Neve Shalom
and Temple Emanu-El are partnering with a

myriad of other
faith communities
to share in the larger discussions about
racism, anti-racism
and white supremacy that have grown
so urgent in this
moment.
 On the evening of April 19, there will be
Zoomed panel of interfaith clergy from
Edison and Metuchen discussing how
communities of faith have responded to the
rise in tension and awareness of racial and
human rights issues.
 On the evening of April 28th, we will be
presenting a discussion with Professor
Ibram X. Kendi, the author of How to be an
Anti-Racist.
 And on the mornings of April 28 and May
16, Rabbi Gutterman from Temple EmanuEl and I along with some involved lay
leaders from our communities will be
facilitating conversations to look inward
and to see how our Jewish community can
best do the work of Passover and of the
Omer and to bring the wisdom of our
tradition into these discussions which are
taking place in the “public square” and into
the work that they inspire.
As I stated above, this year, I am
experiencing the Omer as the Season of Why.
As I look for the underlying principles to explain
this time of abundant meaning, I am drawn
equally to the principles that every human
being is created in the image of God, and to the
words of Dr. Martin Luther King, “Injustice
anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere.”
Seen in this frame, our “Why” is the realization
of our ability and our responsibility to serve
God and to change the world.
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In Memoriam

By Hazzan Sheldon Levin

April is filling up with special musical events!

O

n Thursday, April 8 at 7:30 pm, the JCC, Neve Shalom, Temple Emanu-El and the
Metuchen-Edison Interfaith Clergy will present our annual Yom HaShoah Memorial
program. Each year it includes music presentations as well as readings and candle lighting. It is
free and open to the public watch for the Zoom link.
On Sunday, April 11 at 2:00 pm, Sheldon Low and a number of today’s finest song
leaders and Jewish performers will be highlighting Israel’s birthday with a very festive virtual
concert, Yom Ha’Atzamut Across America. Thanks to Harold and Robbie Geller, Neve Shalom is
one of the agency’s producing this spectacular event. It is free for Neve Shalom members.
Simply go to the link: www.SheldonLow.com/yhaa
On Sunday evening, April 25 at 7:00
pm the Susy Schwartz Memorial Concert
will present “Divas on the Bima”. Four
cantors: Jen Cohen, Magda Fishman, Alisa
Pomerantz-Boro & Elizabeth Shammash
(pictured, right) are each outstanding solo
performers with different styles but when
they come together they create magical
harmony and great music. Cantor Fishman
was a leading pop performer and trumpeter in Israel before coming to the USA. Jen Cohen made her living as a Country and Western
singer prior to going to cantorial school. Alisa Pomerantz-Boro sings popular songs with great
flair and is a past-president of the Cantors Assembly. Elizabeth Shammash has a recording
career in Opera and Yiddish songs as well as her cantorial position. They will perform Israeli,
American and a wide variety of Popular, Broadway and Jewish music.
Purchase your tickets or be a Benefactor or Patron at www.NeveShalom.net. The
program will be live-streamed and you will need to purchase your link in advance.
The Susy Schwartz Fund helps send Neve Shalom teens to Israel for educational trips.
Please support this important fundraiser and enjoy a very lively and memorable program.

Lisa Heskes,
our member and
wife of Walter Heskes
Marilyn Tessler,
our member and
wife of Martin Tessler

Please remember Neve Shalom with
a gift in your will, trust, retirement
account or life insurance policy.
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From the Synagogue President

By Andrea L. Colby

Raskin’s young son, a second-year student at Harvard Law School.
The article pointed out not only the prevalence of mental health
issues in the legal profession, but the fact that these issues affect the
Jewish community as well, particularly during these stressful times.
And yet, many of us have difficulty discussing such issues due to the
stigma that surrounds the topic of mental health and wellness.
To help dispel the stigma surrounding mental health issues and
to support those who have been suffering and may need help, Rabbi
Rosin, Dr. Stanley Schneider and I will present a panel discussion via
webinar at 7:30 pm on May 5 about this important issue. Rabbi Rosin
will discuss this topic from his point of view as our spiritual leader, I
will share my own story and learnings about this area and Stan will
give us his perspective as a therapist and expert regarding what we
should be aware of to safeguard our own and our close ones’ mental
health and wellness. A vast majority of human beings have had to
deal with mental illness ourselves or in our families and among our
friends—it’s important that we understand these issues and learn
how we can deal with and accept them in a productive way.
As we go forward, we will look at other ways in which we all
make up a diverse community and how that diversity makes us a
richer, more accepting and supportive place to be: religious
background, gender, sexual orientation, thought process, physical
capability and many more. If you’d like to get involved in this
endeavor, please let me know (allc37@aol.com). In the meantime,
Happy Spring!

As we move into the spring and, with luck and hard work, into a
future with the COVID-19 virus more or less under control, our
attention turns to what we’ve learned during the past year that we
can take into the future.
We’ve learned that we are flexible and innovative: we can
operate virtually if necessary, that we can hold and attend meetings
even if we are not present in-person. We’ve learned that our
connections to our community and each other are strong and can
survive a crisis. We have found ways to be with each other, despite
our being isolated at home or far away from 250 Grove Avenue. And
we have come to know that our community is incredibly generous in
all ways.
We have also come to understand that there are ways in which
we can become an even better, more caring and more welcoming
community. We are all different from one another in some way: we
come from different places of birth, we are members of different
generations, we have different political views and we have had
different experiences in our lives that have affected us in a multitude
of ways. Yet, we strive as a Jewish community to welcome everyone
into our synagogue community and our lives.
To support these efforts, we have begun to explore
opportunities to help our community get to know, welcome and
accept our differences and have begun to form the kernel of a new
committee to look at how we can incorporate the concepts of
diversity, equity and inclusion into our community and our lives.
So far, we have two events along these lines planned for this
spring. In April, we, along with Temple Emanu-El and other faith
communities in our local community, will be co-sponsoring a lecture
by Dr. Ibram X. Kendi, author of, among other works, How To Be An
Anti-Racist on the evening of April 28. Our own Rabbi Rosin and Rabbi
Gutterman of Temple Emanu-El will be holding a session to discuss
the book and Dr. Kendi’s work prior to the lecture as well as a followup session to discuss what we’ve learned in exploring Dr. Kendi’s
work and hearing him speak. This is a topic that affects all of us and
looms large in American life.
Our second event will take place in conjunction with the Mental
Health Month of May. This past year in shutdown mode has deeply
affected many people. Mental health issues have arisen substantially
throughout the country due to the isolation, lack of human contact
and stress due to the coronavirus pandemic. Some of you may be
aware of the work I have been doing the past three years in the area
of mental health advocacy in the legal profession. I serve on an
American Bar Association committee devoted to supporting health
and wellness in law schools, helped establish and provide financial
support to the Wellness Initiative at my law school and have spoken
on many occasions about this issue in recent years.
You may have seen the extremely moving article came out in
early January in The Forward about the suicide of Congressman Jamie
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Religious School News
By Miriam Dobin, Religious School Director

Simcha rabbah, simcha rabbah, aviv he-giya
Pesach Bah/There is great joy when spring
comes, and Pesach arrives.

O

ur Religious School shared a lovely and educational
seder together. We told the story of how Hashem
took us out from Mitzrayim/Egypt to make us free.
There were questions, riddles, humor, singing, and
music.
Our “Learn and Play the Jewish Way” group sang
and danced to a special Zoom video produced by PJ
Library and distributed by Jewish Federation. Many
Jewish performers sang through a full explanation of the
seder in an age appropriate way.
As our Jewish calendar moves forward, we are
preparing for two commemorative days: Yom HaShoah,
and Yom Ha’Atzmaut. They fall only one week apart from
each other, yet there is a great dichotomy between
them.
Our Bet/Gimmel- 2nd/3rd graders will read The
Yellow Star, the legend of King Christian X of Denmark.
We will discuss the great middah/attribute of V’ahavta
Le ray acha Kamocha/you should love your neighbor or
friend like you love yourself. The yeladim/children will
explore what it truly means to care for one another.
Our Daled-Zayin/4-7th grades will view the film The
Tattooed Torah, produced by the Shoah Foundation at
the University of Southern California (USC). The
talmidim/students will discuss beforehand what they feel
is precious to them in their lives. After the movie, there
will be a follow up activity asking the same question.
Happy 73rd birthday, Israel! Yom Ha’Atzmaut will be
replete with singing Hebrew songs, wearing blue and
white, and making falafel in the parking lot! Jews and
food go together no matter the location.
These memorable days occur during Sefirat
HaOmer/the counting of the Omer (an omer is a
measurement). We count seven weeks (or 49 days) from
the second night of Pesach until Shavuot, when Hashem
gave us His most precious gift, the Torah. This was also a
tumultuous time for our people during the Second
Temple period. Rabbi Akiva, a great Rabbi and scholar
had accumulated 24,000 students over a 24 year span.
They were great men, however, they were jealous of one
another. This behavior led to a sickness where most of
them died. Only after truly understanding the attribute
of V’ahavta Le ray acha Kamocha/loving your neighbor
or friend like you love yourself (as written above), did the
plague cease on the 33rd day of the Omer.
The way we began the month with joy during
Pesach, we end with a great day of celebration.
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Men’s Club Minute
By Lawrence Dombrow, Men’s Club President

W

hile this year has obviously not been “normal” by any
stretch of the imagination, the Men’s Club continues
to try to engage our community. On February 7, we proudly
joined with the rest of the Northern New Jersey Region to
participate in a first “virtual” World Wide Wrap. The World
Wide Wrap is a signature event of the Federation of Jewish
Men’s Clubs, and those who joined us were able to learn
about the meaning of tefillin, get a quick tutorial on putting
on tefillin, and enjoy a morning service. Kudos to Miriam
Dobin and Lincoln Richman for helping to engage our
seventh graders and thank you to our seventh graders to
joining us. Our chapter has been participating in this event
for many years; it was nice to be able to join with other
chapters throughout the region, even if over the internet.
As previously noted, we hope to be able to distribute
yellow candles for Yom HaShoah this year after not being
able to do so last year because of the pandemic. Please join
us in lighting a candle on Yom HaShoah. We remain
dedicated to never forgetting the Shoah. Personally, I cannot
think of Yom HaShoah without fondly remembering my dear
uncle, Karl Kaplan. My uncle chaired the East Brunswick
Jewish Center Yom Hashoah program for many years and
observing Yom Hashoah has always been an important part
of my life. Continuing to participate in Yom HaShoah
programs is one way that I honor my uncle’s memory.
On Sunday April 11, the night we ordinarily would have
held our annual pasta night event, we plan to hold a Hearing
Men’s Voices program – another FJMC staple where we try
to get men to engage and discuss topics that are often
difficult to open up about. It will be facilitated by Stan
Schneider and we look forward to it.
I also wanted to provide a heads up for an event that is
further in the future. If all goes as planned, on June 16,
Neve’s own Matt Bonus will be installed as the President of
the Northern New Jersey Region of the Federation of Jewish
Men’s Clubs. The event will almost certainly be virtual, but
look out for more information as it gets closer. Matt has
earned this honor and we are extremely proud and excited.
As always, please do not hesitate to reach out to me if
you have any ideas on how Men’s Club can further our sense
of community.

The Scoop on USY
Sabrina Howitt,
Vice President, Communications

H

ey everyone!! Our chapter had an amazing time
at our event on March 8. Everyone had so much
fun!! Metuchen USY also thought March 22nd’s
Chocolate Seder was delicious!!
Next up is Social Action
Night on April 5 and Paintball/IDF
Night on April 19.
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Called to the Torah
By Flora Cowen

O

n Sunday, May 2 at 10:00 am on Zoom, Neve Shalom and the
Segal Family will present the annual Israel & Shirley Segal
Memorial Lecture. This year, Dr. Lila Corwin Berman, Director of the
Feinstein Center for American Jewish History at Temple University will
speak about “Anti-Semitism in the ‘Golden Land’: Is America Different?”
Lila Corwin Berman is the Murray Friedman
Chair of American Jewish
History at Temple
University and the director of the Feinstein
Center for
American Jewish History. She is
author of a forthcoming book titled, The
American Jewish Philanthropic Complex: The
History of a Multi-Billion Dollar Institution (Princeton, 2020).
Berman has also
written Speaking of Jews: Rabbis, Intellectuals,
and the Creation of an American Public Identity
(California, 2009), a finalist for the Jewish Book
Council’s Sami Rohr Prize, and Metropolitan Jews: Politics, Race, and
Religion in Postwar Detroit (Chicago, 2015), with support from the
National Endowment of the Humanities and the American Council of
Learned Societies. Her scholarly articles have appeared in several
publications, including the American Historical Review, Journal of
American History, AJS Review, Jewish Social Studies, American Jewish
History, and Religion and American Culture. She has also written
columns for the Washington Post, the Forward, and the Jewish Week.
Dr. Corwin Berman received her PhD from Yale University. She
serves as the chair of the Academic Council of the American Jewish
Historical Society and is a fellow of the American Academy of Jewish
Research. She is also a co-founder of the Jewish Philanthropy Research
Initiative.
Shirley and Israel Segal were active and well-admired members of
our community for decades. Their family brings an outstanding
presenter each year in their memory. There is no fee and this year no
refreshments. The program will be on Zoom: https://us02web.zoom.us/
j/82472289017 Meeting: 82472289017. Call 732-548-2238 x 12 for the
password. For information contact Hazzan@NeveShalom.net.

O

n Sunday, April 18 at 11:00 am on Zoom,
Neve Shalom will present this year’s
Rabbi Gerald L. Zelizer Scholar in Residence.
Our presenter will be Dr. Benjamin R. Gampel
who will be speaking about historic episodes
of Jerusalem: City of Peace, City of Strife.
Dr. Gampel, a professor of Jewish
History at the Jewish Theological Seminary,
explores the history of this holy city, important to Jews, Christians and
Muslims. Join him as he examines the ways in which the historical
claims of the three monotheistic religions mirror each other and how
present-day struggles are rooted in their assertions of religious truth.
In addition to his scholarship, Dr. Gampel is known as a
stimulating teacher and delightful lecturer on the wide range of Jewish
history. He has addressed synagogue and lay groups, organizations of
all stripes, and scholarly conclaves. Truly an energetic scholar and

O

n Saturday, March 20,
Francesca “Fran” Samantha
Brinen, the daughter of Luciana
Mallozzi and Joshua D. Brinen, and
the sister of Eleanor and Abigail,
became a bat mitzvah.
Ruth Brinen (Grandma Ruth)
from Lake Worth, Florida joined
Fran’s parents and her sisters at her
bat mitzvah service.
Fran is a student at Edgar Middle School in Metuchen, where
she is in the 7th grade.
Fran is a wonderful artist and she likes to create digital art.
She also likes to read and play piano.
Fran has traveled to many places across the United States and
she also visited Vietnam with her dad several years ago.

In the March issue of the Bulletin we
incorrectly printed that Julia Israel was
becoming a bar mitzvah. She became a
bat mitzvah. We apologize for the error.

teacher, Dr. Gampel is dedicated to bringing the history of the Jews to
a wide public audience.
The annual Scholar-in-Residence Event is sponsored this year by
the Scholar-in-Residence Fund, the Gilbert and Claudie Hayat
Endowment and the following Benefactors:
Amy & Ira Artman, Jerome Bergman, Flora Cowen, Linda Erdreich,
Julius Feinson, Lena Feld, Sandra Fields, Joy & Sam Grafton, Claudie &
Gilbert Hayat, Michael Kesler & Barbara Reed, Judy & Steven
Richman, Barbara & Eliot Spack, Dan & Lisa Spiegel, Frank Thompson
& Benna Brodsky.
There is no admission fee and we encourage you to invite friends
from around the country.
Zoom Link: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/82472289017
Meeting ID: 82472289017 Contact 732-548-2238, ext. 12 for the
password. For more information contact Hazzan@NeveShalom.net.
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HEBREW DATE

ENGLISH DATE

19 Nissan
20 Nissan

4/1/2021
4/2/2021

23 Nissan

4/5/2021

24 Nissan

4/6/2021

25 Nissan
26 Nissan

4/7/2021
4/8/2021

27 Nissan

4/9/2021

28 Nissan

4/10/2021

29 Nissan

4/11/2021

30 Nissan

4/12/2021

1 Iyyar

4/13/2021

2 Iyyar

4/14/2021

3 Iyyar

4/15/2021

4 Iyyar

4/16/2021

6 Iyyar
7 Iyyar
8 Iyyar
9 Iyyar
10 Iyyar
11 Iyyar

4/18/2021
4/19/2021
4/20/2021
4/21/2021
4/22/2021
4/23/2021

12 Iyyar

4/24/2021

13 Iyyar

4/25/2021

april 2021

DECEASED’S NAME

MOURNER

Harry Lefkowitz
Edith Frank
Philip Engel
Norma Miriam Grodzicki
Herbert Kestin
Sadie Hinkes
Anna Spiegel
Edward Mann
Kenneth David Lancin
Eugene Feldman
Gladys Saruya
Aaron Braun
Mildred Fishbein
David Harrison

Father of Lewis Lefkowitz
Mother of Howard Frank
Father-in-Law of Gloria Engel
Grandmother of Bernard Grodzicki and Gladys Leibowitz
Father of Lynn Kestin Sessler and Deborah Janet Schildkraut
Aunt of Beverly Perry
Mother-in-Law of Judith Spiegel
Father of Jody Mantel
Brother of Margo Rudin
Father of Frayda Kleiman
Mother-in-Law of Miriam Saruya
Brother of Marlene Fineman
Friend of Adam Glinn
Father of Judith Harrison
Mother of Rosalie Green
Mollie Isaacs
Grandmother of Elyse Schulman
Shmuil Verbitsky
Father of David Verbitsky
Miriam Padover
Sister of Murray Simon
Herman Gold
Father of Gloria Engel
Albert Anes
Father of Ronald Anes
Morton Wernik
Brother of Charlotte Sheratsky, Uncle of Ellen Schimmel and
Susan Wernik-Gross
Minnie Berman
Mother of Paul Berman
Jack Miller
Uncle of Ronald Becker
Hirsch Zibman
Father of Rena Kallman
Leonard Schlesinger
Father of Ruth Sherman
Irving David Rosowsky
Father of Carole Gary
Emily Ann Maltby
Mother of Nancy Shlossman
Lawrence Gietter
Brother of Sharon Ludwin
Sally Tilbor
Mother-in-law of Beverly Tilbor, Grandmother of Mark Tilbor
Mollie Mann
Mother of Jody Mantel
Howard Haber
Father of Melissa Boxer
Regina Ginsberg
Grandmother of Barbara Cohen and Susan Goldman
H. Martin Friedman
Father of Cory Schneider
Miriam Rockmore
Wife of Ronald Rockmore
Morton Kaufman
Husband of Rose Kaufman
Sidney Reiss
Father of Marci Berger
Samuel Sladowsky
Father of Beatrice Grossman
Gertrude Sobel Brickman Mother of Barbara Spack
Mordecai Shlomo Grodzicki Grandfather of Bernard Grodzicki and Gladys Leibowitz
Ann Kimelman
Aunt of Peter Hacker and Sara Emmer
Ida Janoer
Mother of Beatrice Robin
Allan Schonberger
Husband of Frances Schonberger
Stanley Mikelonis
Father of Elaine Glick
Jacob Novik
Father-in-Law of Herbert Levitt
Sara Kaufman Bromberg
Mother of Seymour Bromberg
Robert Storfer
Father of Stanley Storfer
Benjamin Miller
Uncle of Ronald Becker
David Meyer Epstein
Father of Albert Epstein
Harriet Achber
Aunt of Keith Boxer
Helen Goldberg
Mother of Lauren Howitt
Pearl Kimelman
Mother of Sara Emmer
Sol Sokolik
Step-Father of Dorothy Rubinstein
Marvin Solomon
Father of Nancy Lipschutz
Esther Braun
Mother of Marlene Fineman
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ENGLISH DATE

13 Iyyar
14 Iyyar

4/25/2021
4/26/2021

15 Iyyar

4/27/2021

16 Iyyar

4/28/2021

17 Iyyar

4/29/2021

18 Iyyar

4/30/2021

DECEASED’S NAME

MOURNER

Jacob Frank
Sylvia Gross
Fred Spector
Betty Simon
Rosita Rotman
Cheryl Dorsch
Elizabeth Rubel
Dr. Harvey Leckart
Richard Hepps
Robert Frank
Cheryl Zahler-Micliz
Mildred Hutt
Alice Storfer Nackman

Father of Howard Frank
Mother of Fredric Gross
Father of Sandra Goldberg
Wife of Murray Simon
Mother of Viviana Zelizer
Daughter of Herbert and Carole Gary
Mother of Cheryl Stein
Father-in-Law of Susan Leckart
Brother of Sandra Schwemer
Father of Renee Frank
Sister of Mindy Epstein
Mother-in-Law of Irene Hutt
Daughter of Stanley and Shirley Storfer

Neve Shalom would like to thank the following people for chanting
Torah during February. T=Teen JR=Junior N=New Reader
Torah
Ben Alter ................................ 1T
Andrea Colby ......................... 1
Marlene Fineman .................. 1
Eric Goldman ......................... 1
Rosalie Green......................... 1
Karen Newman ...................... 1
Aron Richman ........................ 1
Steven Richman ..................... 1
Michele Rosenfield ................ 1
Adam Schlitt........................... 2
Jeffrey Schulman.................... 1
Barbara Spack ........................ 1
Alan Stern .............................. 1
Lucas Teboul .......................... 1
Sandy Wunder ....................... 1
Haftarah
Matt Bonus
Steven Schneider
Lisa Spiegel
Larry Wineberg

Jake Bullock
Jennifer Bullock
Andrea Colby
Rosalie Green
Bruce Greenberg
Aaron Grubman .................... T
Farah Grubman ..................... T
Miriam Kafker
Sarah Kauffman-Liroff
Maya Kushner ....................... T
Emily Lanton ......................... T
Aron Richman
Mark Rosenfield
Michele Rosenfield
Daniel Rushefsky
Brian Schuetz ........................ T
Logan Schuetz ....................... T
Stacey Sern
Marty Slutzky
Donald Solomon.................... T
Barbara Spack
Lisa Spiegel

We are grateful for those who
chanted Megillat Esther on Purim
Ben Alter ................................ T
Matt Bonus

If you would like to include the name of
someone who is ill (including yourself) to be recited for a
Mi Sheberach (prayer for healing) when the Torah is read,
please e-mail the Hebrew (preferred) or English name of that
individual to Steve Gross at stephang@optonline.net.
You may also contact the synagogue office by phone
with this information.
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We Gratefully Acknowledge
and thank the following generous contributors to our funds:
BARRY MILLER FUND
In Memory Of ................................ From
Marilyn Miller .................................. Marty and Ellen Stark

In Memory Of ................................ From
Muriel Opitz ..................................... Jeffrey Schulman
Sol Dombrow ................................... Lawrence Dombrow
Louis Dombrow ................................ Lawrence Dombrow
Isidore Kaplan .................................. Lawrence Dombrow
Doug Kessler .................................... Lawrence Dombrow
Morton Fields................................... Sandra Fields
Muriel Opitz ..................................... Stanley and Gail Slobodien
Muriel Opitz ..................................... Stephan Gross and Judith Harrison
Laura Richman ................................. Steven and Judy Richman

GERSHON ROBINSON MUSIC & ART/TURTLETAUB
MUSIC LIBRARY FUND
In Memory Of ................................ From
Dr. Elliot J. Silberman ....................... Dr. Rosanne Silberman
Dr. Aaron Kramer ............................ Dr. Rosanne Silberman
Mrs. Esther Fischer .......................... Dr. Rosanne Silberman
Dr. Leon Kramer .............................. Dr. Rosanne Silberman

TIKKUN OLAM FUN
In Honor Of .................................... From
Phil Schreiber’s 96th birthday .......... Flora Cowen
Albert and Helene Epstein's 56th
wedding anniversary ........................ Flora Cowen
In Memory Of ................................ From
Paula Neuringer ............................... Flora Cowen

JEFFREY TURTLETAUB JEWISH MUSIC LIBRARY FUND
In Honor Of.................................... From
Hazzan Levin's milestone birthday .. Steven and Barbara Marx
NER TAMID/GENERAL FUND
In Honor Of.................................... From
Steve's unending generosity with his time
and friendship during my move...... Elyse Schulman
Stacey Sern for the beautiful
Shir B'yachad Rosh Chodesh............ Jeffrey Schulman
Jennifer and Richard Bullock: Thank you
for running the Neve Shalom Mishloach
Manot program so well for
over 30 years. Your hard work and
leadership are really appreciated. ... Jeffrey Schulman
Jennifer and Richard Bullock for
all their work on the
Meshalach Manot............................ Lawrence Dombrow

RABBI’S DISCRETIONARY FUND
In Honor Of .................................... From
Neve Shalom .................................... Judith Spiegel
Neve Shalom- thank you to the
congregation for the delicious
Purim treats ..................................... Lewis and Merle Lefkowitz
In Memory Of ................................ From
Nathan Zinaman .............................. Gerald and Rhoda Grossman
Moe Wineberg ................................. Marcia Horn
Mollie Ginsberg ................................ Marcia Horn
Celia Korbman .................................. Michael and Florine Kaplan
E. Harry Korbman ............................. Michael and Florine Kaplan
Sol Horowitz ..................................... Susan and Malvin Keller

In Memory Of ................................ From
Judy Kamins ..................................... Jeffrey Schulman
Miriam Schulman ............................ Jeffrey Schulman

N

eve Shalom continues to support the efforts of Jewish Family
Service of Middlesex County to help the needy by collecting
food for the Kosher Food Pantry. Food donations may be left at the
synagogue in the closet near the stairs next to the stage. USY will be
collecting a different item each month to be donated. Please watch
Neve Now! for more information. Thank you for supporting these
efforts!
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Know someone who needs help?
Don’t Keep It Under Your Hat!
Know someone in need of help during an illness, after
surgery, after the birth of a child, please contact the
Mitzvah Mission.
No Mission Is Impossible!
tikkunolam@neveshalom.net
732-858-1764

HAIMM

MONUMENTS FOR
ALL CEMETERIES

MEMORIAL CENTER
10 MAIN STREET
732-634-8500
WOODBRIDGE, NJ 07095
732-634-1521
800-729-0582
Fax: 732-750-0120

GOLDSTEIN
FUNERAL CHAPEL INC.
We value the dignity and the sanctity of the
Jewish soul and we uphold and maintain
reverence for the Jewish tradition.
Exclusively Jewish Operated
Conveniently Located
Large Chapels
Martin Goldstein, Mgr.
N.J. Lic. 4025
2015 Woodbridge Avenue, Edison
732-777-0032

Commercial Litigation, Collections and Bankruptcy
Nationwide
SAMUEL and JOY GRAFTON

POPPER and GRAFTON - ATTORNEYS AT LAW
225 West 34th Street
Suite 1806
New York, NY 10122-1600
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Neve Shalom Jewish Community Center
250 Grove Avenue
Metuchen, NJ 08840
732-548-2238

April 2021 — Nisan/Iyyar 5781
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